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Success or failure?
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Two views of Glasgow
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Global emissions continue to rise
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IPCC 2018



Outline

1. How to understand the COP
Shift from regulatory regime to catalytic regime
Beyond governments: the groundswell of climate action

2. COP26 outcomes 

3. Prospects for COP27
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Understanding the role of COPs
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The “Global Deal” path
• 1995 COP1, Berlin: stronger commitment needed
• “Convention and protocol” model
• 1997 Kyoto Protocol

– 5% average reduction below 1990 levels for rich countries
– Annex 1 v non-Annex 1
– Clean Development Mechanism -à global trading system

• Kyoto Protocol undermined by
– US never joined
– Growth of BASIC countries
– Trading system undermined by ‘hot air’ and perverse incentives
– “Binding” only on paper

Logic for collective action: 
Collective agreement, monitoring, sanctions
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Paris: Pledge, Review, and Ratchet

• Nationally determined contributions (pledges)
– All must pledge
– Developed countries ‘should’ have quantified, economy wide 

reductions; developing countries shall progressively move this way

• Review
– Review of individual implementation
– Review of collective ambition
– Facilitative compliance mechanism

• Ratchet
– NDCs every 5 years
– At least as strong as before
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Catalytic institutions

Facilitate cooperation by shifting actors’ preferences 
and strategies over time….

… not by creating collective agreements that create 
benefits for cooperation, monitor compliance, 
sanction defection.
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Catalytic institutions: 3 mechanisms

• Stimulating first-movers and incremental action 
through flexibility

• Iteration of commitments
• Increasing the effect of prior action on subsequent 

action via:
– Material transfers to alter future preferences and capacities
– Transferring experiences to shape the informational environment
– Normative goal-setting and benchmarking 
– Domestic constituency-building
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Groundswell of climate action
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Groundswell of climate action

• Includes 
– Individual actions: cities, state/regions, business, investors, etc.
– Networks of actors
– Cooperative initiatives (which often include governments)
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Five years of global summits /processes have helped drive a 
rapid increase in the number of initiatives and commitments 



Massive scale

• Jurisdictions that are home to about 1 in every 5 
people on Earth
– 9,149 cities and municipalities from 128 countries, home to 16% of 

the global population
– 245 states and regions from 42 countries, home to 17.5% of the 

global population

• 6,225 companies headquartered in 120 countries 
and representing $36.5 trillion USD in revenue, larger 
than the GDPs of the United States and China 
combined

Explore: https://climateaction.unfccc.int/
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https://climateaction.unfccc.int/


Huge scale and potential
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NewClimate Institute et al. 2021



The ‘ecosystem’ of climate action
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Interactive mapping
https://kumu.io/FCC/global-climate-action-ecosystem

• UNFCCC COPs are part 
of a wider “regime 
complex”

• Part of the formal 
process through 
Marrakech Partnership 
for Global Climate 
Action

https://kumu.io/FCC/global-climate-action-ecosystem


Shift to implementation –
The ambition - action loop

Target

ActionImplementation

Higher ambition
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Governments Civil society

Regions Finance

Business

Cities

Citizens

Research



COP26 Outcomes
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Goals

• Ratchet - CO2⬇, $$$ ⬆
• Rules – Implementing the Paris Agreement
• Transformation – A “whole of society” approach
• Justice – Protecting people
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COP26 Ratchet?
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Source: WRI 2021



Credible net zero pathways?

22 https://zerotracker.net/

Net zero 
target

135 countries, 
90% GDP

Before 2050? 108 countries, 
48% GDP

In law 13 countries, 
18% GDP

Minimum 
robustness

16 countries, 
27%

https://zerotracker.net/


Ratcheting CO2⬇
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Ratcheting CO2⬇
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Long-term 
ambition 
gap

Short-term 
ambition 
gap

Delivery 
gap



Every fraction of a degree matters
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Ratcheting $$$
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OECD 2021



Finishing the Paris rulebook

• Emissions trading (Article 6)
• Common timeframe for ratcheting
• Transparency
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The groundswell of climate action

6,296 members,110 countries:

💼 4,475 businesses
🏙 799 cities
🌎 35 regions
💹 250 financial institutions
🎓 731 educational institutions
🏥 45 healthcare institutions
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Sectoral breakthroughs
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Justice

Not much concrete…
• Double adaptation finance from 2019 by 2025
• ”Dialogue” on a Loss + Damage facility 

…But more on the agenda than every before
• Text emphasizes adaptation, “notes with deep 

concern” failure to hit $100b, affirms 1.5C
• Scotland and philanthropy contribute to Loss and 

Damage fund
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Prospects for COP27
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COP27: Another ratchet?

• Mitigation
-”Requests” new Nationally Determined Contributions and ”urges” 
Long Term Strategies by 2022
-Annual ministerial meeting this decade

• Adaptation
– Glasgow - Sharm El-Sheik Work Programme

• Finance
– Double adaptation $
– Begin negotiations on 2025 goal
– Deliver $100b
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How can COP27 deliver on high
expectations?

• National commitments on mitigation and finance 
will depend on domestic politics
– How to influence them? 

• First COP in Africa since 2016
– How to advance regional priorities? The justice agenda? 

• “Commitment fatigue”
– How to ensure delivery, not just promises? 
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An all of society, sectoral approach

• Leverage the groundswell of climate action and 
the “ambition loop”

• Elevate a few top sectoral priorities

• Focus on delivery and results
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How can the private sector help? 
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Find your niche in the sectoral ecosystem
https://kumu.io/FCC/global-climate-action-ecosystem

Join the global campaigns

Delivery, delivery, delivery

https://kumu.io/FCC/global-climate-action-ecosystem


Thank you
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COP27 Sharm El-Sheik, Egypt November 2022
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